**BACK RIGHT WHEEL COMPLETE**

* W3 ASSEMBLED BACK WHEEL (RIGHT) (Model 8.0) c/w AXLE P08-37#-BRASSM

* # - TO SPECIFY WHEEL COLOR
  - W - WHITE
  - H - BLACK

4 BACK WHEEL COMPLETE (RIGHT) PR8-37#-BRASSM

3 M12 WASHER $\phi 12\times 23.5\times 1.5$
  06-M57-M12WS

2 BACK RIGHT STRUT PIVOT
  PR8-41H-BRPAFG

1 M12 NYLOCK NUT
  06-M47-M12NL

5 BEARING CAP
  PR8-36H-FRABSX

BACK WHEEL (RIGHT)